£8 8s. Od. As twentieth-century thought plunges into the future enclosed in its scientific capsule it becomes ever more difficult to evaluate the efforts of those who worked centuries ago in the dawn of the modern era. Without the labours of those historians of science who immerse themselves in the work of the natural philosophers of the past we should be in grave danger of permanently losing the power of understanding these pioneers of science.
Of this danger Dr. Pagel is well aware and his remarkable capacity for selfimmersion in the thought of past centuries makes him a rare and precious medical historian. Those who have studied his Paracelsus will already know what good reason we have to be grateful for his powers of comprehension and exposition of Renaissance medical thought. In this present work on William Harvey's Biological Ideas, Dr. Pagel applies similar methods to the evaluation of William Harvey's concepts of the circulation of the blood and the generation of animals. The structure of the work is built up, as its subtitle conveys, by a selection of different aspects of Harvey's biological ideas, displaying them in their historical background. 'To the same mind that observed, experimented and calculated, the results of these activities would appear as the ultimate confirmation of cosmological speculations. This, we believe, was Harvey's world.' With these words Dr. Pagel introduces us to his exposition of the complete and rounded body of Harveian thought as opposed to the mere fragment of it which can be called 'modem' or 'scientific'.
The touchstone upon which he would have his readers judge his presentation is contained in his quotation from Francis Bacon on historians which stresses that 'the material should be drawn not from the works and opinions of others, but all the main sources which are extant from a certain period should be consulted; not however merely read, but digested and understood in the peculiarity of their propositions, style, and methods, whereby the literary genius of that age as if by a magic formula should be raised from the dead.' Evidence of the faithful application of this Baconian ideal permeates this book.
It would be presumptuous to attempt to review in a few pages the whole content of a work which has ripened in the mind of its author during the last twenty years or more. And to deal with any one of its rich sections at all adequately would not only burst the bounds of reasonable space but give an unbalanced impression of the work. The following comments therefore, must be looked upon as first sparks struck off in the mind of one who has long held both the subject and the author in admiration.
In discussing the influence of European thought on Harvey, Dr. Pagel is quick to recognize Harvey's great debt to Aristotle for the whole strategy of his attack on his two major problems. This is all the more important by reason of the strange underestimation of Aristotle's influence which has infected those who have been concerned to present Harvey as a 'modem' scientist rather than a pioneer of scientific method. And when due emphasis is laid on Harvey's own view of his methods of investigation his Aristotelian roots are even more distinctly revealed. 96 &Bok Reviews Harvey himself strongly emphasized the importance of repeated ocular observation, but he did not stress the importance of 'making the experience', i.e. of experiment, this being looked upon by him as merely a form of observation. Yet it was clearly his capacity for devising, executing and interpreting experiments that separated Harvey from Aristotle's methods more sharply than any other characteristic. His De Motu Cordis teems with experiments so simple in design and performance that it is difficult to realize that most of them had never been previously performed. And it is when they are built up into a structure of experimental knowledge that the nature of the movement of the heart and blood breaks through with all the force of a revelation. The contrast in the scientific quality of Harvey's work on the heart and that on generation may indeed be related to the different balance in the two between plain observation and ingenious experiment. Dr Harvey's work on generation, so rich in his philosophical thought, is treated as an entity briefly since the unity of the circular symbolism of generation with that of the blood has led to consideration of many of its concepts in different parts of the book. Harvey's ideas on fertilization are partly dealt with under the heading, 'Harvey's vitalistic criticism of ancient materialism'. Here and elsewhere the difficult concept of 'Contagion from a distance' is discussed at length. Surely Harvey himself eventually evaded the difficulty when he asserted that 'the male has touched but no longer touches', or that 'the egg is rendered prolific not because it now touches but because it formerly did so'; both ofwhich statements are consistentwith Aristotle's and Harvey's anxiety to explain their conviction that the male element does not contribute any material to the egg.
As an appendix to the book we find a brilliantly informative chapter on Marcus Marci and his works, particularly those on generation. In this we are told interesting details of the meeting of Harvey with Marci in Prague in 1636, of Marci's basic views on astronomy and embryology, and of their close similarity to those of Harvey; and of Harvey's strange silence on all these points.
'Some books are to be tasted, others to be swallowed, and some few to be chewed and digested'. In Bacon's classification of books there can be no doubt into which this one falls. But it will require strong jaws and digestive powers on the part of its readers to derive full benefit from a quality in this book that Bacon does not describe, its highly intellectual nutritious content. To this is joined a deep sincerity and devoted scholarship which pervade the whole work, and give it an almost spiritual beauty. KENNETH D. KEELE
